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(54) Accessory unit for a fuel-filter for internal-combustion engines

(57) Described herein is an accessory unit for drain-
ing water for a fuel filter for internal-combustion engines,
which is suitable for separating the water present in the
fuel. This unit constitutes a separate assembly with re-
spect to the filter, which can be mounted thereon as ac-
cessory. It is able to operate in a continuous way, dis-

charging on the outside all the water that is over time
separated from the fuel by the filter. The draining system
constituted thereby is totally automatic and does not re-
quire the intervention of electromechanical members,
and for this reason is highly reliable.
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an accessory
unit for draining water for a fuel filter for internal-combus-
tion engines suitable for separating water present in the
fuel.

Prior relevant art

[0002] Known in the art is a wide range of systems for
draining water in fuel filters for internal-combustion en-
gines, in particular diesel filters. The most recent draining
systems are of an automatic kind and basically belong
in two distinct types.
[0003] A first type envisages use of a solenoid valve
for discharging the water, at least two water-level sen-
sors, and possibly a micro pump, all these elements being
controlled by the engine control unit.
[0004] The second type envisages, instead, the use of
semi-permeable membranes that are pre-arranged for
being traversed by the water but not by the fuel and that
consequently induce a mechanism of natural draining of
the water. Draining systems of this second type are
known, for example, from the prior documents JP-
61216701 and JP-1011609. For proper operation of the
semi-permeable membranes it is necessary for their face
facing upstream to be kept constantly covered by a layer
of water. For this purpose, some systems, such as the
ones described in the documents JP-61216701 and JP-
1011609, envisage the use of an additional membrane
(as in the document JP-1011609) or else of a discharge
duct of restricted diameter (as in the document JP-
61216701), for keeping within the filter a level of water
such as to cover the semi-permeable membrane. Other
systems envisage, instead, the use of a solenoid valve
and of a water-level sensor associated thereto.
[0005] All the draining systems of both of the types
specified above are characterized in that they are inte-
grated in the fuel-filtering device, thus rendering neces-
sary an ad hoc design of the device, which, as compared
to devices without automatic draining systems, is hence
structurally more complex and costly to produce. More-
over, in these systems, the water separated from the fuel
remains, before being discharged, in the same chamber
in which the filtering diaphragm is present. This situation
entails the risk of formation, within the filter, of colonies
of bacteria and fungi, owing to the presence of water,
which may lead to a fast deterioration of the diaphragm.
[0006] Finally, it should be noted that in this technical
field there is still felt the need to be able to provide the
filtering devices already installed on a vehicle with an
automatic draining system, in a simple and fast way that
respects the environment, and with contained costs.

Object of the invention

[0007] In this context, the object of the present inven-
tion is to provide a remedy to the drawbacks and limits,
indicated above, of the known art.
[0008] The above object is achieved via an accessory
unit for draining water presenting the characteristics in-
dicated in Claim 1.
[0009] The claims form an integral part of the technical
teaching provided herein in relation to the invention.

Brief description of the drawings

[0010] Further characteristics and advantages of the
invention will emerge clearly from the ensuing description
with reference and annexed drawings, which are provid-
ed purely by way of non-limiting example and in which:

- Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view of a filtering device
of a conventional type;

- Figure 2 is a perspective view of an embodiment of
the accessory unit described herein;

- Figure 3 is an exploded perspective view of the unit
of Figure 2;

- Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view of the unit of Figure
2, according to the plane IV-IV represented in Figure
3;

- Figure 5 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a
draining assembly provided with the unit of Figure 2;

- Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view of a laminar struc-
ture provided in the draining assembly of Figure 5;

- Figure 6A illustrates a second example of draining
assembly provided in the unit of Figure 2;

- Figure 7 is a plan view of the laminar structure of
Figure 6;

- Figure 8 is a perspective view of a further embodi-
ment of the accessory unit described herein;

- Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of the unit of Figure
8, according to the plane VIII-VIII illustrated in Figure
8; and

- Figure 10 is a perspective view of a further embod-
iment of the accessory unit described herein.

Detailed description of some embodiments of the inven-
tion.

[0011] In the ensuing description, various specific de-
tails are illustrated aimed at providing an in-depth under-
standing of the embodiments. The embodiments may be
provided without one or more of the specific details, or
with other methods, components, or materials, etc. In
other cases, known structures, materials, or operations
are not shown or described in detail so that various as-
pects of the embodiment will not be obscured.
[0012] The references used herein are provided only
for convenience and hence do not define the sphere of
protection or the scope of the embodiments.
[0013] The present invention regards an accessory
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unit for draining water for a fuel filter for internal-combus-
tion engines that is suitable for separating the water
present in the fuel. This unit constitutes a separate as-
sembly with respect to the filter, which can be mounted
thereon as accessory. In this connection, as will be seen
in greater detail hereinafter, the unit described herein can
be associated either to filters that are still to be installed
on the vehicle or to filters that are already installed.
[0014] Figure 1 illustrates an example of filtering device
commonly used in diesel engines for filtering the diesel,
separating the water contained therein. In general, said
filtering device comprises a container 3, which defines a
filtering chamber 2, a filtering diaphragm 8, with a capac-
ity of separation of the water from the diesel by coales-
cence, set within said chamber, and a head 4 that closes
the container 3 and is provided with an inlet 6 and an
outlet 5, respectively for entry of the fuel to be filtered
into the chamber 2 and exit of the filtered fuel therefrom.
The bottom of the container has an opening 2b, mounted
on which is a water-level sensor 9 having the function of
signalling the need to empty the filter from the water that
has collected in the filtering chamber 2, whenever the
water in the filter exceeds a given value. In order to dis-
charge the water, the filtering device may, for example,
be provided with a discharge hole, normally kept closed
by a plug that can be opened for this purpose(the hole
and the plug are not visible).
[0015] The unit described herein is configured for being
mounted on devices of the type described above so as
to provide them with a new draining system that is more
reliable and altogether automatic.
[0016] In general, the accessory unit described herein
- designated in the figures by the reference 100 - com-
prises:

- a casing 12 defining a collection chamber C;
- an opening 14 for discharging the water from the

casing; and
- a laminar structure 22 that divides the collection

chamber from the water-discharge opening 14 and
that is configured for being traversed by the water
but not by the fuel.

[0017] In various embodiments, as in the ones illus-
trated, the casing 12 has a hydraulic-connection portion
that is configured for engaging the aforesaid opening 2b
of the container of the filter so as to set the collection
chamber C in communication with the filtering chamber
2 and moreover has means for its removable connection
to said container.
[0018] In various embodiments, as in the one illustrat-
ed, the casing comprises a half-shell body 12’ having a
substantially cylindrical shape, which has a cylindrical
side wall 12A closed at the top by a circular plane wall
12B. The latter is provided with the aforesaid hydraulic-
connection portion, preferably in a central region thereof.
In various embodiments, as in the one illustrated, this
portion is, in particular, constituted by a tubular connector

16 of suitable dimensions for engaging in a sealed way
the opening 2b provided on the bottom of the container
of the filter. Coupling between the connector 16 and the
opening 2b must be such as to prevent exit of liquid on
the outside of the filter and of the accessory unit. For this
purpose, between the connector and the opening there
may be provided one or more gaskets (not illustrated).
[0019] In various preferred embodiments, the same tu-
bular connector 16 has on the outside a threaded portion
16’, which is designed to engage a corresponding portion
of the opening 2b, which is also threaded, in order to
provide the mechanical connection between the device
and the accessory unit. This threaded portion evidently
constitutes the connection means indicated above. It
should be noted that the above means can be obtained
also in other ways and do not necessarily have to be
provided on the connector 16. For example, the above
means may be constituted by slot-in formations made on
the top wall of the unit and designed to co-operate with
corresponding means made on the bottom of the con-
tainer 3 of the filter.
[0020] The laminar structure 22 is mounted on the in-
side of the side wall 12A of the casing, preferably at the
bottom rim thereof, identifying between the laminar struc-
ture itself and the top wall 12B the collection chamber C.
In various preferred embodiments, the laminar structure
comprises a pervaporation membrane 22A configured
for being traversed by water but not by fuel. The mech-
anism whereby said membrane allows passage of water
alone depends upon a chemico/physical affinity that the
material that constitutes the membrane possesses in re-
gard to water. Moreover, the laminar structure comprises
two meshes made of hydrophilic material 22B (for exam-
ple, nylon), which are set, respectively, in contact with
the top part and the bottom part of the membrane 22A,
and have the function of protecting the structural integrity
of the membrane. In particular, the top mesh has a func-
tion both of mechanical protection and of protection from
fouling, in so far as it determines formation of a liquid
gap, between the mesh itself and the membrane, which
enables the latter to be kept clean. The bottom mesh
performs, instead, principally the function of protecting
the membrane from the dirt coming from the external
environment. Finally, the laminar structure 22 comprises
two further meshes 22C, made of stainless steel or other
material of adequate chemical resistance and mechani-
cal strength, which are set against the two nylon meshes
22B and have the function of increasing the global me-
chanical strength of the structure.
[0021] The various layers of the structure 22 are held
together via a sealant 24, which is applied at the outer-
most peripheral portion of the structure, englobing said
portion, i.e., setting itself without solution of continuity on
the outer faces of the structure and between the various
layers thereof.
[0022] In various preferred embodiments, the laminar
structure 22 is set between two perforated plates 26,
which press on its peripheral portion englobed in the seal-
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ant, via annular gaskets 28 superimposed thereon.
These plates have through holes 26’, which are evenly
distributed, at least over all the area of the plates that
overlies the non-sealed central portion of the laminar
structure. The holes of each plate have, on their ends
facing the laminar structure, flared edges 26A, which
have the function of distributing the water on the laminar
structure over a surface greater than the area of the holes
26’ and of preventing shear stresses on said structure
when this comes into contact with the plates. The plates
26 have the function of supporting the laminar structure
22, preventing this from tearing as a result of the differ-
ence in pressure, to which it is subjected, between the
inside of the unit and the atmosphere.
[0023] The draining assembly constituted by the lam-
inar structure 22 and by the two plates 26 is fixed to the
side wall 12A of the casing via a coupling of a removable
type so as to enable change of the laminar structure when
necessary. In particular, in various preferred embodi-
ments, as in the one illustrated, the side wall of the body
12’ defines one or more contrast portions (not illustrated),
against which the draining assembly referred to above
is set. The casing 12 further comprises a ring-nut 12",
provided with central opening, which is screwed on a
bottom edge of the wall 12A, pressing the assembly in
question against the aforesaid contrast portions, so as
to grip the latter between the ring-nut itself and the con-
trast portions. The central opening of the ring-nut defines
the discharge opening 14, referred to previously. It should
be noted that the half-shell 12’ has inside, at the seat in
which it receives the draining assembly, appropriate for-
mations designed to prevent rotation of the plates 26 dur-
ing screwing of the ring-nut on the half-shell, the purpose
being to prevent the laminar structure from undergoing
shear stresses that might displace it from its perfectly
extended condition.
[0024] In alternative embodiments, as in the one illus-
trated in Figure 6A, the plates 26 are absent, whereas
the meshes 22C have a peripheral portion folded back
22C’ oriented in a direction transverse to the plane con-
taining the laminar structure. In this case, the half-shell
12’ can contain a seat 121’ that will receive the folded-
back portion of the mesh with which it is in direct contact.
On the side of the laminar structure opposite to the half-
shell 12’ a ring 15 is instead provided, which also has a
seat 15’ designed to receive the folded-back portion 22C’
of the corresponding mesh 22C, which, as a result of
screwing of the ring-nut 12" on the half-shell 12’, presses
the laminar structure against the half-shell 12’, gripping
the structure between itself and the half-shell. The folded-
back portions 22C’ of the meshes 22C have the function
of preventing the laminar structure from possibly sliding
out from its position between the ring 15 and the half-
shell 12’ as a result of the pressures within the chamber
C. Also in this case, the half-shell 12’ has inside appro-
priate formations designed to prevent rotation of the ring
15 during screwing of the ring-nut 12" on the half-shell,
the purpose being to prevent the laminar structure from

undergoing shear stresses that might displace it from its
perfectly extended condition.
[0025] In the condition in which the unit 100 is mounted
on the filtering device 1, the chamber 2 of the device and
the collection chamber C of the unit are in communication
so that the diesel fills also the chamber C itself. The struc-
ture 22, which is permeable only to water, prevents the
fuel from coming out through the discharge opening 14.
The filtering diaphragm 8, provided inside the device 1,
separates the water from the fuel, and the water, as a
result of its specific weight being greater than that of die-
sel, moves from the filtering chamber 2 as far as into the
collection chamber C. It is evident that, in order for the
water to be able to enter the chamber C, a corresponding
volume of fuel must make space for it by returning to the
chamber 2 of the device. In order to facilitate this ex-
change, the tubular connector 16 has, inside, an elon-
gated pipe 17, which projects above the top edge of the
connector and has the function of constituting a privileged
passage for the diesel towards the filtering chamber 2.
As the water reaches the chamber C it finally deposits
on the laminar structure 22, being discharged by the latter
through the opening 14.
[0026] In the light of the foregoing, it is evident how, in
operation, the accessory unit 100 is thus able to operate
in a continuous way, discharging on the outside all the
water that is over time separated from the diesel by the
filtering device. The draining system implemented there-
by is totally spontaneous and automatic and does not
require intervention of electromechanical members, and
for this reason is highly reliable.
[0027] In various preferred embodiments, the unit 100
may in any case be also equipped with at least one water-
level sensor 32, set at the top wall 12B of the casing, and
moreover with a safety duct 19, for discharging the water,
provided at the side wall 12A, above the draining assem-
bly, and normally closed by an open/close element or
plug (not illustrated). This sensor, set in a higher position
than the safety duct, has the function of signalling an
anomalous accumulation of water within the collection
chamber C so as to enable a timely intervention for dis-
charging the water through the duct 19. In various pre-
ferred embodiments, it is moreover possible to provide
a second water-level sensor, which is also set on the wall
12B, the detection height of which is above the safety
duct 19 but underneath the detection height of the sensor
32. This second sensor is designed to indicate reaching
of a given minimum height by the fuel/water interface at
which the duct 19 closes to prevent dispersion of fuel into
the environment.
[0028] In various embodiments, as in the ones illus-
trated in Figures 8 to 10, the unit 100 may also comprise
one or more accessory modules 112, configured as ex-
tensions of the body 12’ and suitable for being coupled
to the latter for increasing the volume of the collection
chamber C. As illustrated in Figure 9, the module 112 is
screwed on the bottom end of the body 12’, and the drain-
ing assembly is, in this case, fixed to this module, via the
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ring-nut 12", with the same modalities described above
with reference to Figures 2 to 7. For this purpose, the
module 112 has the same contrast rims for fixing the
draining assembly that are provided in the tubular body
12’.
[0029] The module in question can also provide a con-
figuration suitable for receiving a plurality of draining as-
semblies, as in the example illustrated in Figure 10. In
this case, the module is constituted by a hollow body
defining a first opening with which the tubular body 12’
couples, and a number of further openings equal to the
number of draining assemblies envisaged, which are ar-
ranged in different planes, for example planes parallel
and/or orthogonal to one another, and where the various
draining assemblies are mounted, with the aid of ring-
nuts altogether similar to or the same as the ring-nut
12" described with reference to Figures 2 to 8 (and which
are also designated by the reference 12" in Figure 10).
[0030] Of course, without prejudice to the principle of
the invention, the details of construction and the embod-
iments may vary, even significantly, with respect to what
has been illustrated herein purely by way of non-limiting
example, without thereby departing from the scope of the
invention, as defined by the annexed claims. In this con-
nection, it should be noted, for example, that the unit 100
could also be without the perforated plates 26 described
above.

Claims

1. An accessory unit for draining water for a fuel filter
for internal-combustion engines suitable for separat-
ing the water present in the fuel, wherein said filter
comprises a container (3) defining a filtering cham-
ber (2), a filtering element (8) set within said cham-
ber, a head (4) that closes said container and has
an inlet (6) and an outlet (5), respectively for entry
into said chamber (2) of the fuel to be filtered and
outlet therefrom of the filtered fuel, wherein said con-
tainer (3) has an opening (2b) for access from outside
into said filtering chamber, said accessory unit com-
prising:

- a casing (12) defining a collection chamber
(C) ;
- an opening (14) for discharging the water from
the casing (12); and
- a laminar structure (22) that divides said col-
lection chamber (C) from said opening (14) for
discharging the water and is configured for being
traversed by the water but not by the fuel,
wherein said casing (12) has a hydraulic-con-
nection portion (16) that is configured for engag-
ing said opening (2b) of said container (3) so as
to set said collection chamber (C) in communi-
cation with said filtering chamber (2), and where-
in said casing (12) has means (16’) for connect-

ing said casing (12) to said container (3) of said
filter in a removable way.

2. The unit according to Claim 1, wherein said means
(16’) for connecting said casing to said container of
said filter in a removable way are obtained on said
hydraulic-connection portion (16).

3. The unit according to Claim 1, wherein said laminar
structure (22) comprises an asymmetrical pervapo-
ration membrane (22A).

4. The unit according to Claim 3, wherein said laminar
structure (22) further comprises two meshes made
of hydrophilic material (22B) arranged on the oppo-
site faces of said membrane (22A), and two further
meshes (22C), preferably made of metal material,
each set against a respective one of said meshes
made of hydrophilic material.

5. The unit according to Claim 4, wherein said mem-
brane (22A) and said meshes (22B, 22C) are held
together via a sealing material (24) that englobes the
outermost peripheral portion of said laminar struc-
ture.

6. The unit according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein said laminar structure (22) is
pressed between two perforated plates (26).

7. The unit according to Claim 6, wherein said plates
have through holes (26’) evenly distributed, in a cen-
tral region thereof.

8. The unit according to Claim 7, wherein the holes of
each plate have flared edges (26A) on their respec-
tive ends facing said laminar structure.

9. The unit according to any one of the preceding
claims,
wherein said casing comprises a half-shell body (12’)
having a substantially cylindrical shape, which has
a cylindrical side wall (12A) closed at the top by a
circular wall (12B);
wherein said hydraulic-connection portion is ob-
tained on said circular wall; and
wherein said laminar structure is coupled to said side
wall (12A) in a removable way.

10. The unit according to Claim 9, wherein said casing
comprises a ring-nut (12"), which defines said dis-
charge opening (14) and is coupled in a removable
way to a rim of said side wall (12A), said laminar
structure (22) being gripped between said ring-nut
and corresponding contrast portions obtained on the
inner side of said side wall (12A).

11. The unit according to any one of the preceding
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claims, wherein said hydraulic-connection portion is
constituted by a tubular connector, which is prefer-
ably externally threaded.

12. The unit according to Claim 11, wherein said tubular
connector (16) has, inside, a pipe (17) of smaller
section that projects above the top edge of said con-
nector, and underneath the latter.
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